Eligibility
1.

2.

The Cecil Harford USBC and Harford County USBC WBA
Mixed Tournament is open to all USBC members providing
they meet the following requirements:
a. An individual must be a member of the Cecil Harford
USBC BA or Harford County USBC WBA prior to the
tournament closing date.
b. All male bowlers will have to be certified through Cecil
Harford USBC BA. The membership fee is $20.00 and
co-association fee is $9.00. All female bowlers will
have to be certified through Harford County USBC
WBA. The membership fee is $17.00 and the coassociation fee is $6.00.
c. Entrants may bowl more than once in the doubles
event, but only once with the same partner. Entrants
may bowl more than once in the team event, as long as
at least two players are changed on the roster.
d. Re-entries will be allowed for all tournament bowlers if
squad times are available. You must change one
bowler for doubles and two bowlers for team.
e. Teams will consist of two male bowlers and two female
bowlers. Doubles will consist of one male bowler and
one female bowler. No other combination will be
allowed.
All Team Captains with entrants USBC Cards must check
in the Tournament Office at least 30 minutes prior to their
squad time.

5.

Individuals who are members of bowling organizations
identified as professional are eligible for participation.
However, members of the PBA or Generations Bowling
Tour are limited to two per team and one per doubles team.
A violation of the rule will result in disqualification.

6.

Bowlers are responsible for verifying his/her average,
whether submitted by the bowler, the team captain or
others. If submitted average is lower than required and
results in a lower classification or more handicap, the
bowler’s score is disqualified. If the submitted average is
higher than required prize winnings will be based on the
submitted average.

7.

Bowlers who have qualified for a prize of $600.00 or more
in the position standing prize list in any event in a
tournament within the previous 12 month period, even
though the payment of the prize has not been made, must
report the: Actual Score, Prize Position, and the Amount
Won for possible re-rating in accordance with USBC rule
No. 319D. Rule 319A, Item 2 (ten pin up rule) is not in
effect.

Prizes & Awards
8.

Prizes will pay at least 1 in 8 for handicap and at most (3)
three places in the scratch division. Prizes will be awarded
for High Team & Doubles Scratch and High Team &
Doubles Handicap.

9.

A team and doubles entrants are eligible to win both awards
for scratch and handicap. If a team or doubles entrants
should place first in both divisions, they will receive the
award and chevron for the both scratch and handicap and
may only win the highest cash prize in either scratch or
handicap.

Average & Handicap Rules
3.

Handicap will be 90% of 230 with no maximum handicap.

4.

Average Requirement:
a.

b.

c.

Entrant shall use their highest certified average
established in any USBC certified league from the
previous season 2014-2015 based on 21 games or
more.
If an entrant has no previous season (2014-2015)
yearbook certified USBC average, they must use their
highest current seasons USBC certified average for 21
games or more from any Association per USBC Rule
319a-1. In addition, entrant must furnish a league
standing sheet with written verification from their
league secretary as of the closing date of the
tournament.
If eligibility requirements are met and bowler doesn’t
meet the average requirements they must bowl scratch.

10. Team and Doubles prizes will be mailed to the team
captain.
Miscellaneous
11. USBC rules will prevail when not specifically covered in
the above.
12. The Tournament Manager shall decide any questions when
not specifically covered by these rules.
13. The Tournament Manager reserves the right to cancel or
combine any squad times or eliminate a day based on the
number of entries.
I hereby certify the averages listed on this entry blank are true
and correct to the best of my knowledge
_______________________________________________________
Team Captain
Date

